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Case Studies
On-site professional learning with sustainable results
When you partner with Corwin, you can expect world-class training,
superior customer service, and a sustainable professional learning plan
completely tailored to your needs. The quality and breadth of expertise
we offer with nearly 150 consultants—each bringing years of experience
in education—is unparalleled. Whether you are just getting started or you
want to improve upon the work your team is already doing, you’ll want the
ongoing support of our experts to keep you on track.
Browse these inspiring stories of schools and districts that have seen big
gains in student learning through Corwin Professional Learning programs.
We are all about results, and we’ve got the evidence to prove it!
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Visible Learning and CFA 2.0

The Story of Valley View
School District, IL
A White Paper

Student population:

Free/reduced lunch:

English learner population:

17,300

62%

12.8%

Like all school districts, Valley View School District
365U in Illinois is awash with data, as Karen Flories,
executive director for educational services in grades
6–12, will explain. While the data may have come in
useful for regulatory reporting and various district
necessities, at Valley View it didn’t really serve
fundamental needs—like how teachers could use the
data as feedback to themselves in making instructional
decisions or how students could use it to figure out
what they needed to do next in their own learning.
A major concern, notes Flories, was the discrepancy
in how students performed on external assessments
versus how they performed on learning tasks in the
teacher’s classroom.
“If students receive consecutive 100% on tasks or
assessments, that really is educational malpractice,”
she says. “It prevents teachers from guiding students to
their next learning steps. The tasks teachers engineer to
elicit evidence of student learning must be designed to
align with the standard on which they are focused. Only
then can we determine where students are, [so we can
gauge] ‘where to next?’”

About Visible Learningplus
The Visible Learningplus school change
model of professional learning is based
on one simple belief: every student
should experience at least one year’s
growth over the course of one school
year. However, this simple statement
can lead to a host of questions: How
do we measure growth? What does
a year’s progress look like? What
factors contribute the most to student
learning? How do we account for
students with different abilities?

About CFA 2.0
Common Formative Assessments 2.0
presents a powerful, research-based
process for improving teaching and
student learning that is applicable to all
standards, all grades, and all content
areas. CFA 2.0 shows teachers how
they can intentionally align standards,
instruction, assessment, and data
analysis in every unit of study.

For more info, please visit corwin.com/visiblelearning and corwin.com/CFA2.0

Visible Learning and CFA 2.0
Unpacking Evidence
Flories introduced Hattie’s precepts to
others through a “mini book study group”
as a tool for assessing all of the different
practices we have under the education
umbrella to understand which ones were
showing the greatest positive impact
on students. As she explains, “We had
all of this data but we were looking at it
in isolation and not in conjunction with
research.” Instead of pursuing a “flavor
of the month professional development,”
Flories wanted the school system to look
at practices that “could be identified,
given focus, developed, evaluated and
monitored throughout the school year.”

What Matters Most in Raising Student Achievement?
Collective Teacher Efficacy

1.57

Student visible learning

1.44

Response to intervention

1.07

Formative teacher evaluation

0.90

Feedback

0.75

Metacognitive strategies

0.69

Direct instruction

0.59

Peer tutoring

0.55

Classroom management

0.52

Parental involvement

0.41

Writing programs

0.40

Cooperative learning

0.40

Integrated curriculum

0.39

Computer-assisted instruction

0.37

Inquiry-based teaching

0.31

Homework

0.29

Teaching test-taking skills

That’s when the district called on
Corwin to help. Corwin’s professional
development team, including Visible
Learningplus consultant Dave Nagel,
delivered a two-day Visible Learning
foundational workshop to administrators
and teacher-leaders from each Valley
View building. The conversations focused
on two Visible Learning concepts: effect
size measurements to monitor students’
learning progress—regardless of current
achievement level—and mind frames, or
ways of thinking that can have a powerful
effect on student learning.

0.27

Summer school

0.23

Class size

0.21

Co-/team teaching
Mentoring
Ability grouping
Teacher subject matter knowledge
Summer vacation
Retention
Television

0.19
0.15
0.12
0.09
-0.02
-0.13
-0.18

As the enthusiasm at the district level grew
for Visible Learningplus and district leaders
began talking up development of Visible
Learning plans for each building, principals
and other school leaders began to realize
the amount of evidence they could begin to
gather and feeling a bit overwhelmed. They
were unsure where to begin. “That was a
learning opportunity for us. We realized
that we had to offer more focus and clarity
from our viewpoint at the district level,”
Flories says.
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For more info, please visit corwin.com/visiblelearning and corwin.com/CFA2.0

Visible Learning and CFA 2.0
The district honed the list of practices it
considered “crucial” for its educators and for
implementing in its classrooms down to three,
which overlapped:
• Teacher clarity, indicated by whether
or not students in all classrooms
could answer the three questions of
a Visible Learner;
• Formative assessment, coming up with
questions or activities that would provide
guidance for the teacher on what he or
she should do next; and
• Feedback, guidance for the learner that
could come from the teacher or from
other students, intended to help him or
her get out of the “pit,” a metaphor for
that part of the learning process when
understanding is frustratingly elusive.
As a district, recalls Flories, “We said [to building leaders],
if you want to get to feedback, you have to make sure you
can first meet the indicators under teacher clarity, and
then move into the indicators for formative assessment.”
To help with those efforts, Flories’ team customized a
Corwin-developed template tied to a rubric detailing where
educators needed to go in terms of their professional
development and how they’d know when they’d arrived.
The team also created a protocol for “impact review
meetings,” held twice a year at each school to allow
district leaders and curriculum directors to hear from
principals and teachers where they are on their Visible
Learning journey. Part of the protocol calls for the schools
to share the “evidence” they have collected, which,
according to Flories, falls into four buckets:

}OK, I might not get it

today, but I can figure out
how I'm going to get there
tomorrow,' that's what our
dream is

.~

• Student agency. “We wanted them going into
classrooms and asking the kids the three prime
questions: ‘What are you learning today?’ “How do
you know you’ll be successful in what you’re learning?’
And, ‘Where to next?’”

For more info, please visit corwin.com/visiblelearning and corwin.com/CFA2.0

Visible Learning and CFA 2.0
• Teacher voice. Buildings used professional development surveys done after each learning
session held at schools to assess the impact of PD.
• Outcome data on the students. This area turned out to be “another real eye-opening
formative check for us,” says Flories. “We realized we needed to help our buildings become
a little more systematic in how they were focusing on the evidence collection process for
their objectives.”
• Teacher practice. Walkthroughs and evaluation data revealed how teachers fared in
discussing learning targets and success criteria with their students throughout the lesson.
As Nagel points out, assessing student
growth is a complex undertaking that goes
beyond determining whether a student has
hit a particular grade mark.
“We must look at the growth they’re
making—that is paramount. If students
aren’t reaching the standard yet, but they’re
making huge progress, teachers can stay
the course, knowing students will eventually
get there.” But the other evidence is just
as important, he adds: “Do students
know what they’re learning? Why they’re
completing specific tasks? You’ve got to
ask them. Do teachers feel supported in
their professional learning journey…so they
don’t feel that professional development
is being done to them? Teachers need
time and support to practice and try new
strategies. We have to ask them just like we
ask students, ‘How is your learning going?’

The Ultimate Goal: Helping to Develop Visible Learners
The gains seen at Valley View support Nagel’s premise: With those other elements in place, the
achievement results are taking care of themselves. Says Flories, the district is seeing “strong
correlations between student voice and student outcome data. In grade levels and content
areas where student voice indicates high levels of teacher clarity, student outcomes are
higher.” As one example, PARCC scores for middle and high school English/language arts
and math surpassed state averages in the 2014-2015 school year and “look very promising” for
the latest school year. But the work continues. Flories notes, “We are working harder than
ever to ensure a clear understanding the focus and direction of Valley View. Similar to Hattie’s
mindframe of everyone having a shared language of learning, district leaders want to ensure
the vision and mission are understood by all and drive actions to impact student learning.”
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For more info, please visit corwin.com/visiblelearning and corwin.com/CFA2.0
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Visible Learning and CFA 2.0
In response, with the help of Corwin professional
development, Flories’ team has been spending a lot
of time working with building leaders “on ensuring
that they not only have a solid understanding of where
we’re going as a district but that they can also walk the
walk and help us be catalyst for what this message is
and what it entails, so their teachers can see why we’re
doing this.”
The use of Visible Learning and CFA 2.0 is intended
for kids to “become their own teachers,” Flories
emphasizes. “And that doesn’t mean to remove the
teacher from the classroom; but it means that you
give them that advocacy, that grit, that curiosity, that
determination that they need. There are going to be so
many times when kids are knocked down with whatever
harsh realities life entails.

Adapted from a “Data-driven
Professional Development”
produced in partnership with
Smartbrief.

Invite a Visible Learning or CFA 2.0 consultant to your district:
Email: info@corwin.com • Phone: (800) 831-6640 • www.corwin.com/visible-learning • www.corwin.com/CFA2.0

Also by John Hattie and Larry Ainsworth...
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For more info, please visit corwin.com/visiblelearning and corwin.com/CFA2.0

Impact Teams

The Story of Reeds Spring
School District, MO
A Case Study

The Context: About the District
Reeds Spring School District is a small rural district
located in southwest Missouri that serves five
separate communities: Reeds Spring, Cape Fair,
Branson West, Indian Point, and Kimberling City. It is
near the tourism destination of Branson, thus there
is a level of transiency present with approximately
40% of students in each grade level cohort moving
over time. The teaching population is composed of
primarily white, middle class teachers.

The Challenge
Reeds Spring School District had been implementing
Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) for 10 years;
however, the effective use of data to respond to student
learning needs was not occurring district-wide. The
conversations were around looking at summative data
(autopsies) rather than analyzing formative evidence
of student learning (health checks). Some principals
added a data analysis piece to the PLC form, but even
then the conversations were more on what teachers
were doing and not on what students were learning.
Student achievement scores had generally fluctuated
across the grade levels, and the free and reduced lunch
population, as well as the students with special needs,
had not progressed as expected. From the perspective
of the assistant superintendent, Dr. Chris Templeton,
Reeds Spring educators needed to learn how to
collaborate productively to move teams to strategic
action to address diverse learning needs.
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Number of teachers:

White students:

160

93%

Number of students:

Limited education students:

1,730

11%

Free/Reduced Lunch:

Number of Schools:

61.8%
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About Impact Teams
Impact Teams are teams of teachers
and leaders who partner with students
and with each other in learning. The
development and design of the Impact
Team model is based on extensive
research that identifies those practices
that maximize student learning (Hattie,
2009). The Impact Team Model uses a
simple but powerful 3-step protocol:
Evidence, Analysis, Action. The
protocol is universal and can be used
in the classroom and in teacher and
leadership team meetings at all levels.

For more info, please visit corwin.com/impact-teams
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Impact Teams
Desired Outcomes
Dr. Templeton identified two
complementary sets of goals

2: ANALYSIS

• Short-term: to refocus the traditional
PLC’s teaming process on analyzing
quality evidence of student progress
and to train teams on more effective
collaborative practices

3: ACTION...

• Long-term: to create a robust learning culture
district-wide by:
• Developing a collaborative culture in which
teachers and leaders share and build
knowledge and skills together

1: EVIDENCE

• Developing student and teacher
partnerships in learning in all classrooms —
visibly and actively sharing the learning intentions
(targets), success criteria, and pathways for learning
• Creating a safe environment for feedback

• Making quality feedback ubiquitous and from multiple sources (self, peer, teacher)
• Planning for ways to strengthen student, teacher, and collective efficacy district-wide
After the initial training with Barb Pitchford in May 2015, the building teams were ready to begin
utilizing a focused protocol to guide their work.

Implementation: Road Map of Professional Learning
• May 2015: First district training with selected teams from the five schools facilitated by Barb
Pitchford. Focus: Introduction to the Impact Team process, including the team protocols and the
student-centered classroom assessment process
• Summer 2015: Dr. Templeton and Barb Pitchford developed a plan for the Model Teams
Approach, identifying RSSD’s needs, desired outcomes, and available resources
• 2015/2016 School Year: Implemented the Model Teams Approach: Focus on using the
gradual release of responsibility process to develop teacher and building leaders’ proficiency in
facilitating the Impact Team process. One model team per school, the instructional coach, and
the principal participate in the three coaching sessions for the year.

For more info, please visit corwin.com/impact-teams

Impact Teams
1. October 2015: Two areas of focus – 1) the EAA protocol, (the 3-step process that is used
in the Impact Team meeting and in the classroom for student-centered assessment) and
2) the Unpacking protocol, how to develop learning intentions and success criteria for teachers
and students to use for self and peer assessment.
2. January 2016: Coaching/Modeling the EAA protocol using the evidence from the formative
assessment process. Emphasis on engaging students in using feedback from self and
peer assessment.
3. A
 pril 2016: Peer facilitator/instructional coach and/or principal and Barb differentiate by building
on next learning steps through evidence walks, using the EAA protocol to analyze student work,
or using the Unpacking protocol to develop success criteria for upcoming units of study.

Key Outcomes
Reflecting on the changes of the past year, Dr. Templeton identified the following key outcomes:
1. L
 eadership is critical to the change process: It became evident that the active role of the
principal promoting and participating with the model team was key to effective implementation.
The buildings in which the principal actively engaged in the learning process with the teams, were
the schools where the Impact Team process took hold. These were the schools where student
engagement in self and peer assessment became increasingly prevalent.
2. C
 lassroom clarity is the foundation: Discovering that teacher clarity is the essential first step to
effective learning teams was an `ah-ha!’ for the principals and the teams. Taking time to deeply
understand and agree on the expectations of the standards was the foundation that allowed
the teams to develop crystal clear clarity for themselves and their students, to build effective
assessment tasks, and build a feedback culture in their classrooms.
3. D
 eveloping collaborative cultures: The Model Teams Approach provided models for other
teams in how to effectively collaborate around developing assessment capable learners and how
to have an efficient-focused meeting that resulted in high-impact actions. With this two-prong
focus, teachers strengthened their individual and collective knowledge and skills in areas such
as peer feedback, developing and using success criteria, self-assessment, collaborative inquiry
using strategic protocols, and understanding what quality evidence is. They learned to enjoy the
challenges of learning together.
4. It works! Once teams began the process of building clarity, focusing on developing assessment
capable learners— other teachers became interested and inquired about the process.
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For more info, please visit corwin.com/impact-teams
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Impact Teams

}Watching the increasingly

Next Steps (2016-2017)
1. Expand the Impact Team process to other teams
(grade levels and departments). Use the Model
Teams that have been trained at each school to
move the practice to other interested teams. Work
with the principals to determine which teams, when,
and how (consider the Adopt-a-Team approach)
2. Deepen the process at the secondary level. Focus
on supporting the English dept. at the high school
and the science team at the middle school to
become proficient at the process
3. Increase the number of peer facilitators
4.Introduce the other protocols to the Model Teams
5. M
 ove the teams to more robust transferable
goals/standards that all teams can focus on (e.g.,
informative writing, claims/evidence/reasoning,
theme/main idea, etc.)

deep and clear understanding
of the standards, as a result of
the Impact Team process has
been eye-opening for everyone.
We thought we held common
understandings of the standards
but we learned we sometimes
had very different interpretations
of the learning expectations!
The focus this process brings
is unparalleled. We are seeing
immediate gains in student
learning as teachers and students
are now clear about learning
intentions and success criteria.
Additionally, the teachers are
very targeted in their efforts to
move students to the next level
of learning.

~ —Dr. Chris Templeton,

Assistant Superintendent
Reeds Spring School District, MO

Also by Paul Bloomberg
and Barb Pitchford...
Invite Paul Bloomberg or
Barb Pitchford to your district:
Email: info@corwin.com
Phone: (800) 831-6640
www.corwin.com/impact-teams

Paul Bloomberg, Barb Pitchford

Excellent teachers make excellent
schools. This resource taps into the
scheduled team planning time schools
already have, and repurposes it in a
model that promotes teacher efficacy.

$31.95, 978-1-5063-2267-4

For more info, please visit corwin.com/impact-teams

Close and Critical Reading
Douglas Fisher
and Nancy Frey

The Story of Chula Vista
Elementary School District, CA
A Case Study

The Context: About the District
Chula Vista Elementary School District (CVESD) is
a mid-size urban district serving 29,300 students
primarily in grades pre-K–6, and is the largest
elementary school district in California. CVESD
is organized across 45 school campuses.
These students live in communities South San Diego,
Chula Vista, Bonita, and Sunnyside, just north of the
world’s busiest international border crossing (San Ysidro
Port of Entry). CVESD is organized across 45 school
campuses, including seven charter schools, which
represent 15% of total enrollment. The free/reduced
lunch rate for students in 2014–15 was 50.9% (15,179
students). In 2014–15, the district reported the student
demographics in the table below.
Number of Hispanic/Latino students:

Number of Asian students

69%

2.4%

Number of White students:

Number of Native Hawaiian
or Pacific Islander:

11.7%
Number of Filipino students:

9.5%
Number of Black or
African-American students:

3.5%
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Fisher/Frey Close and
Critical Reading
Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey, and their
collaborative to deliver long-term
customized professional development
centered on proficient reading. The
program revolves around 5 Access
Points—Purpose & Modeling, Close
& Scaffolded Reading, Collaborative
Conversations, Independent Reading
Staircase, and Performance. One day,
one week, one year, the Collaborative
can work closely with you and your
staff both on site and online to reach
your learning outcomes.

.5%
Free/Reduced Lunch:

50.9%
Number of Schools:

45
For more info, please visit corwin.com/LITERACY
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Close and Critical Reading
The Challenge
For several years in the late 1990s and early 2000s, the district staff focused
on Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) (e.g., DeFour & Eaker, 1998).
Principals were trained in leading these communities and were expected
to operationalize PLCs in their schools. The PLCs were allowed to choose
their focus, based on school data, and design interventions to improve
student achievement.
In California, where the district in this study is located, the state
accountability measure in place since 1999 is called the Academic
Performance Index (API). District and school performance is calculated
using measures of student progress on the state’s standards-based
tests for major content areas. The California Department of Education
designated 800 as the target for all schools. Schools and districts that
do not achieve an 800 are assigned a target proportional to the gap.
In 1999, when California first released assessment results, 37% of the
CVESD district students were proficient or advanced in reading.

Implementation
Chula Vista invested in teacher knowledge and skills. To accomplish this, the site administrators
engaged in professional learning about quality instruction on a monthly basis. The focus of these
sessions was on recognizing quality instruction and providing teachers with honest, growthproducing feedback. In addition, the district provided 6 full days per year for each site-based
Instructional Leadership Team. These days consisted of 3 hours of new content and 3.5 hours of
facilitated support for taking the information back to teachers. The ILT then provided professional
learning experiences for all teachers at their site, focused on the major topics—gradual release of
responsibility, access to complex texts, close reading and text-dependent questions, and formative
assessments—agreed to in the professional learning plan for the year.

The Results
In 2008, two years before promised, the district topped 800 on the API, earning 811 points. By 2012,
the district API was 869. Schools across the district were performing better than they had before and
the plateau seemed to have been conquered. By 2012, EVERY school in the district scored over 800,
up from eight in 2004. By 2012 74% of the students were proficient or advanced in reading, up from
38% in 2004 and 37% in 1999.
Since then, the district has transitioned to the Smarter Balanced Assessments, also earning
distinctions. On the 2015 administration, 55% of the students in the district met or exceeded the
reading standards. This compares with 44% of students statewide, which is less diverse than Chula
Vista. As noted on the SBAC website, “because these exams are based on more challenging
academic standards, the results are too fundamentally different to compare to old scores.”
In 2014-15, 897 English Learners (8.5%) at CVESD were redesignated as Fluent English Proficient
(RFEP), meaning that these students had met district-specified scores on state English language
proficiency assessments.

For more info, please visit corwin.com/LITERACY

Close and Critical Reading
As the Assistant Superintendent for Instructional Services in the Chula
}Vista
Elementary School District I cannot say enough about the impact that

Next Steps
The future of the district is bright.
Future professional learning
focuses on purposeful teaching
and collaborative learning.

Doug and Nancy had on our District. With over 30,000 students CVESD
is the largest K-6 district in California and the challenge of focusing on an
instructional model to be implemented consistently across 45 schools was
a daunting task. During the several years of professional development for
administrators, grade level teachers, and instructional leadership teams we
saw a transformation in how teaching and learning looked across all grade
levels and schools. It was nothing short of miraculous. The professional
learning involved two parts: 1) Content around the Gradual Release of
Responsibility instructional model and Common Core State Standards
and 2) processes to support implementation at school sites. Schools
worked at their own rate to implement these best practices with the goal
of improving learning for all students. As a result of these efforts CVESD
continues to outperform other districts with similar demographics. A true
testimony to the work of Drs. Fisher and Frey. Thank you.

~

—John M. Nelson III, Ed.D., Retired Assistant Superintendent for
Instructional Services, Chula Vista Elementary School District

Invite a Close and Critical Reading consultant to your district:
Email: info@corwin.com • Phone: (800) 831-6640 • www.corwin.com/LITERACY
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Nancy Frey,
Douglas Fisher,
Heather Anderson,
Marisol Thayre
$27.95, 978-1-4833-3137-9

Nancy Frey,
Douglas Fisher
$27.95, 978-1-4522-6813-2

Nancy Frey,
Douglas Fisher,
John Hattie
$29.95, 978-1-5063-3235-2

Fisher & Frey PD Resource Center
Close and Critical Reading, K–5
Close and Critical Reading, 6–12
$399 per building

For more info, please visit corwin.com/LITERACY
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School Voice

The Story of Youngstown City
School District, OH
A Case Study

Classroom
teachers:

Students:

Free/Reduced
Lunch:

Number of ELL
students:

Students
with IEP:

356

5,408

89%

4%

24%

The Context

About School Voice

Youngstown City School District (YCSD) is an urban district
comprised of 12 schools located in Youngtown, Ohio. Under the
direction of a state appointed Academic Distress Commission,
the district has continued a turn around effort begun by previous
leadership. Administrative turnover in central office, and at the
building level, has been part of the challenge in the district.

For over 30 years, the team at the
Quaglia Institute for School Voice
& Aspirations has been collecting
information about what students
and teachers think, believe, and
feel about school. The data has
shown time and time again that
students and teachers must exhibit
an active voice in the educational
community if they are to reach their
fullest potential. When students and
teachers know they’re being heard,
listened to, valued, and respected,
they report a much higher level of
engagement and involvement—
leading to higher levels of academic
and personal motivation.

The Challenge
In 2011, YCSD became the first LEA in Ohio to be designated
“in Academic Distress.” This designation was assigned after a
comprehensive study of the district indicated academic, as well
as fiscal, community, and administrative concerns. Declining
standardized test scores, graduation rate, and enrollment
were indicative of larger social and economic factors in the city
and surrounding area. At the same time, the school district’s
struggles were considered to negatively impact those larger
dynamics. As part of a comprehensive turnaround effort, the
Quaglia Institute (QI) was engaged to work with administrators,
teachers, students, and the community to improve the teaching
and learning environment in YCSD schools. The approach
includes increasing student voice and the effects of an improved
learning environment on academic outcomes. The hope was
that, while simultaneously implementing various curricular
reforms, engaging students in the learning environment would
produce better and more rapid results than traditional topdown, adult-only efforts.

For more info, please visit corwin.com/school-voice

The story of Youngstown City
School District illustrates the
power of School Voice in impacting
engagement, higher aspirations,
and gains in academic achievement.

School Voice
Implementation
At the time, the Quaglia Institute’s model was based on a three-year partnership with the possibility
of continuation as needed. Given the number of schools, a roll-in strategy beginning with 4
elementary schools was pursued. Through a total of 3 phases, all 12 schools were eventually included.
In each school
Step 1: QI field specialists and consultants conduct orientations and overviews
for entire staff.
Step 2: Concentrated professional development for a team of teachers in each
building monthly.
Step 3: Leadership training provided for a representative team of students monthly.
Step 4: Quaglia School Voice surveys for students and staff deployed.
Step 5: Questions developed and focus groups with students and staff conducted.
Step 6: Teams consider school policies, systems, and structures that may contribute
to a diminished teaching and learning environment and reduced student SelfWorth, Engagement, and Purpose (Quaglia’s 3 Guiding Principles).
Step 7: Changes implemented and tracked.

16

For more info, please visit corwin.com/school-voice
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School Voice
Key Outcomes
• Within two years YCSD reversed previous downward
tendencies, and replaced them with upward trends in
all core subject areas. There were aggregate increases
of 10% in reading scores (77% proficient in most recent
testing year), 4% in writing scores (89% proficient in
most recent testing year), and 5% in math scores (65%
proficient in most recent testing year).
Reading scores:

10%

Writing scores:

4%

Math scores:

5%

• A significant factor in this progress is an advance in
students’ academic motivation.
• Students with Voice were 3x more likely report being academically motivated*
• Students with Self-Worth were 4x more likely to report being academically motivated*
• Students who are Engaged were 15x more likely to report being academically motivated*
• Student with Purpose were 28x more likely report being
academically motivated*
Youngstown has been a story of transformation grounded in a practical approach that sees students
and the community as partners. This growing partnership has led to improved academic outcomes. In
the most recent year that testing data was collected, Youngstown students in grades K–3—previously
consistently the lowest performing in the state—outperformed their peers in Ohio’s “Urban 8” by an
average of 30% on the state’s literacy test. Working together to improve relationships, students have
come to feel valued and understood. Principals and teachers have been open and willing to learn from
students, bringing student ideas and energy to the effort to increase engagement and a sense of
academic purpose.

Next Steps
Student Voice and a partnership between adults and students is now an integral part of most YCSD
schools. Students regularly participate on Building Leadership Teams and Teacher Based Teams.
Having improved relationships between students and teachers and classroom engagement, students
are now working to move their schools away from command and control schemes for addressing
student behavior. Students are considering policies and systems that increase student responsibility as
related to perennial student concerns such as dress code and cell phone use. Additionally, including
student voice at the district level is the next horizon for the work.
*than students who do not experience these factors in school.

For more info, please visit corwin.com/school-voice

School Voice

} I have learned that when students have a voice in what goes on in the

building they will have more buy in and take more personal ownership to meet
both personal and building goals. I will continue to ensure that the 8 Conditions
of Quaglia are a focus of my staff and students, because I have seen the
positive impact Quaglia has had on student achievement and involvement.

~

—William Baun; Principal

Invite a School Voice Consultant to your district:
Email: info@corwin.com • Phone: (800) 831-6640 • www.corwin.com/school-voice

Also by Russell Quaglia...

Russell J. Quaglia,
Michael J. Corso

Russell J. Quaglia
$16.95, 978-1-5063-3043-3

$31.95, 978-1-4833-5813-0

Russell J. Quaglia,
Michael J. Corso,
Julia Hellerstein
K–8: $31.95, 978-1-4833-8278-4
6–12: $31.95, 978-1-4833-8274-6

Russell J. Quaglia,
Michael J. Corso,
Kristine Fox, Gavin Dykes

Russell J. Quaglia,
Lisa L. Lande

$34.95, 978-1-5063-1137-1
*than students who do not experience these factors in school.

$31.95, 978-1-5063-1714-4

Student Voice

Introduction to Student Voice
$65.00, 978-1-5063-1819-6

Parent Voice

Student Voice: Self-Worth
$65.00, 978-1-5063-1818-9

Teacher Voice
iKnow My Class

Student Voice: Engagement
$65.00, 978-1-5063-1820-2
Student Voice: Purpose
$65.00, 978-1-5063-1821-9
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For more info, please visit corwin.com/school-voice
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Deep Equity

The Story of Jefferson County
Public Schools, KY
A Case Study

Special education:

Limited English proficient:

White:

13%

7%

46%

African-American:

Hispanic:

Other ethnicity:

37%

9%

8%

The Context: About the District
Jefferson County Public Schools (JCPS) is one of the
largest, most diverse districts in the United States.
Located in Louisville, KY, JCPS serves 100,600 students
in 172 schools. Over 120 different languages are
represented by the student body, 51% are students of
color, 64% of students receive free/reduced lunch, and
over 6,000 JCPS students are considered homeless.

The Challenge
Having a primarily white, middle-class teaching force
and increasing diversity and poverty among the student
population was identified as an important reality to
be addressed. In a district-wide survey, 70% of JCPS
teachers reported that they needed more professional
development to help address the achievement gap to
teach students more effectively. Another JCPS staff
survey indicated that prior to coming to JCPS, almost
one in four had zero prior course work or training in
cultural competence, and nearly half (49%) had 0–1
courses. There was a clear need to provide supports and
services that will arm teachers with the knowledge and
tools to teach all students effectively and in a culturally
responsive manner.

Deep Equity
Deep Equity is a comprehensive and
systemic professional development
process aimed at producing the
deep personal, professional, and
organizational transformations that
are necessary to create equitable
places of learning for all of our
nation’s children.
Sustained over several years, this
program engages educators in the
real work of school reform from the
bottom-up.

For more info, please visit corwin.com/deep-equity

Deep Equity
Implementation
The JCPS Department of Diversity, Equity & Poverty partnered
with Gary Howard to promote cultural competency district-wide
through the Deep Equity institute. School teams would be trained
to develop strategies and implement activities to increase their
teachers’ ability to improve school and classroom climate and to
maximize instruction and learning.
The institute was organized around the 5 phases of Deep Equity:
1. Tone and Trust

4. Classroom and
Job-Related
Implications and
Applications

2. P
 ersonal Culture and
Personal Journey

3. F
 rom Social Dominance
to Social Justice

What Educators
Are Saying About
Deep Equity

}I had the privilege

of working with Gary
Howard for three years.
The beauty of studying
cultural competence is
that everyone, regardless
of age, race or role, had
valuable experiences to
share. The sharing of those
experiences helped foster
a deep understanding and
appreciation of others in
my schools.

~

5. Systemic Transformation
and Planning for Change

—Christel Todd-Lanier, JCPS
Assistant Principal

}Working with the
A total of 41 JCPS schools (representing 45% of high schools,
56% of middle schools, 18% of elementary schools, and 10% of
alternative schools) participated.
The institutes required a four-day training commitment by at
least three staff members who would form the core cultural
competence leadership team in each participating school.
Teams were required to include a principal or assistant principal
to ensure administrator support.
Each leadership team received a copy of We Can’t Lead Where
We Won’t Go as the foundation for building internal capacity
and knowledge within each school. The manual provided the PD
materials and guided a four-year implementation plan to support
leaders in creating a process that fit their school’s culture and
specific needs. Once the leadership teams completed the fourday institute, follow up sessions were provided to support the
schools as they moved through each phase, specifically helping
address challenges, analyze disaggregated data, and receive
additional technical assistance with Gary Howard.

20

cultural competence team
provided me with a deeper
understanding of how to
impact change to bring
about more equitable
learning experiences for
my students. The work
also gave me the skills to
better engage my peer
teachers in critical dialogue
necessary to move us
towards collaborative,
engaged improvements in
our daily practice.

For more info, please visit corwin.com/deep-equity
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~

—Petia Edison, JCPS teacher

Deep Equity
Extending the Work
Following the leadership team cohort work, Deep Equity video modules were rolled out across the
entire district to all staff—from custodians, bus drivers, and teachers to central office administrators
(approximately 15,000 employees). The modules, along with a facilitator guide and participant
workbook, provided flexibility for schools to complete the training at their own schedules. All
principals attended a training session on how to facilitate the training with their staff. Besides the
video modules, the training also incorporated many interactive exercises to guide courageous group
conversations as well as help schools devise individual and school-specific action plans for the year.

Successes
The cultural competence leadership team cohorts shared substantive successes, including:
1. significant increases in understanding of culturally responsive
issues and practices
2. strengthening of relationships among staff
3. increases in honest discussions around sensitive topics
4. development of authentic relationships with students
Key successes of the district-wide video modules were:
1. the classified staff (e.g., instructional assistants, cafeteria and clerical staff, bus drivers)
were engaged in PD and discussions, whereas they were typically left out
2. teachers did action planning within their classroom and will revisit their plan throughout
the year to assess progress
3. common language around cultural competence/equity issues

8% increase
in student
proficiency on
annual state math
assessment among
students who receive
free/reduced lunch

3.9% decrease
in disciplinary
referrals for
minority and free/
reduced lunch students

For more info, please visit corwin.com/deep-equity

2x greater gains
in student perceptions
of caring environment,
engagement, and
belonging among
African-American
students

Deep Equity
Deep Equity
Challenges
The challenges that the leadership teams faced included:
1. finding time to implement activities with the whole staff due to diminished teacher
PD time in the school calendar
2. competing agendas and initiatives that scatter efforts
3. teacher resistance and belief that “this doesn’t apply to me”
4. the mobility of core team members within the school year
While these challenges relate to larger district dynamics, Gary Howard addressed each challenge
raised by participants between institute days through the evaluation feedback process.

Next Steps
JCPS has made equity a core value in their new strategic plan and continues to provide high-quality
PD to support sustainability of cultural competence across the entire district. JCPS understands that
cultural competence should not be a compartmentalized activity. It must permeate the entire system
in order to have a lasting impact on equitable school environments, teaching, and student learning.

Invite a Deep Equity consultant to your district:
Email: info@corwin.com • Phone: (800) 831-6640 • www.corwin.com/deep-equity

Also by Gary Howard...
Gary R. Howard

This guide anchors a new set of professional development materials
addressing today’s educational inequities in race, gender and more.
$299.99, 978-1-4833-5241-1

Culturally Responsive
Teaching K–5
$199.00, 978-1-5063-3061-7

Deep Equity PD Resource Center
$499 per building

Culturally Responsive
Teaching 6–12
$199.00, 978-1-5063-3062-4
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For more info, please visit corwin.com/deep-equity
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English Language Learners
Ivannia Soto

The Story of Whittier Union
High School District, CA
A Case Study

Student Population:

Latino Population:

Free/Reduced Lunch:

Continuation school:

High schools:

Alternative schools:

13,000
1

88%
5

72%
2

The Context: About the District
Whittier Union High School District (WUHSD) is a 9-12 urban district located in the city of Whittier
(population 80,000) about 10 miles from downtown Los Angeles, CA. The district is comprised of
five comprehensive high schools, two alternative schools, and one continuation school serving a
total of 13,000 students. Students enter the district at grade 9 from five local feeder districts. The
racial make-up of the district is about 88% Latino, with single-digit percentages of African American,
Asian, and White students. About 72% of all WUHSD students qualify for free-reduced lunches.
Superintendent Sandra Thorstensen, Ed.D., has led the district since 2002. Although the district
as a whole demonstrates moderate academic success, there are individual schools with higher
populations of students in need.
One in ten WUHSD students is an ELL and 95% of these are students who have received all required
English Language Development (ELD) services but have still not been redesignated as fluent in
English. They are called Long Term English Learners (LTEL) and typically receive no additional
services after finishing the required coursework.
Standard English Learners (SEL) are students who speak Chicano English or African American English
instead of Standard English. These students have never received language services at school and
need specific instruction in academic English in order to improve their performance. Ivannia Soto’s
Corwin services over the last two years have focused on those two student groups.

For more info, please visit www.corwin.com/ivannia-soto

English Language Learners
Demographics of the 2 Focus Schools in WUHSD
				California HS		

Whittier HS

# of 9-12 Students		

2953			2164

% of Students on F/R

72%			72%

# of ELL Students		

297			171

# of SEL Students		

About 50		

About 50

Data Source: 2014-15 CA School Accountability Report Cards

The Challenge
LTEL and SEL students in California, particularly
at the secondary level, are considered to
be extremely vulnerable in trying to attain
academic success. Their vulnerability is due to
the fact that (1) neither group is consistently
identified across the state; and (2) neither
group is receiving consistent services related
to academic language development.
LTELs: At the present time, CA has no statewide
standards for the redesignation of LTELs to
RFEP. Each district determines its own criteria
for redesignation.
SELs: The state of California does not have a
definition for SELs at this time. However, the
Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD)
has done pioneering work in identifying these
students and developing some curricular programs for them. LAUSD defines an SEL
as a student in grades 6–12 (not ELL) who may be performing poorly academically
because their home language is heavily Chicano English or African American
English. Because the SEL designation is only used by individual districts, there is
no redesignation process for these students. Most receive no services during their
secondary time in school.
Bringing the Two Groups Together: As can be seen from the descriptions above,
LTELs and SELs are often underserved at the secondary level – or if they are receiving
some services, the two student groups are separated into two paths for services. This
is problematic as both groups of students have a number of language and cultural
characteristics (and needs!) in common. Ivannia Soto’s Academic Mastery model was
established to provide research and services for these student groups in tandem.
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For more info, please visit www.corwin.com/ivannia-soto
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English Language Learners
Implementation
Soto’s ALD Mastery model is based on a three-year partnership, resulting in ALD Certification for
teacher leaders who choose to move on to that level. Currently, there are 20 cohort 1 and 2 teachers
who have signed on for ALD Certification. The model’s four core training modules were begun in
2014-15 school year across the five comprehensive high schools, for a total of 120 teachers from
across content areas trained across the district.

Module 1 Create a common
mindset of inquiry about ELL
and SEL instruction.

Module 2 Investigate oral
academic language of ELLs via
classroom student shadowing.

Module 3 Build repertoire of 3
ALD Strategies for teaching ELLs
and SEL: Think/Pair/Share, Frayer
Model, and Reciprocal Teaching

Module 4 Link ALD to academic
writing for ELLs and SELs.

Modules 5 through 10 will
follow using the sequence
most appropriate
for WUHSD.
Module 5 Putting the ELD/ELA
Standards to Work in ALD

Modules 6–9
Taking Deeper Dives in
Conversational Discourse,
Academic Vocabulary, Grammar/
Syntax in Context, and/or
Culturally and Linguistically
Responsive Practices

Module 10 Gaining Recognized
Expertise through ALD
Certification Process

For more info, please visit www.corwin.com/ivannia-soto

English Language Learners
Key Outcomes
• At the district level, WUHSD highlighted ELL
and SEL instruction in both of its major threeyear planning documents: the Local Control
Accountability Plan, and the ELL Master Plan.
• Ten teachers, from across all five
comprehensive high schools, have completed
year one of ALD certification. ALD Certification
teachers have been videotaped while
using think-pair-share, the Frayer model, or
reciprocal teaching in their classrooms. They
have also opened up their classrooms to other
teachers and assisted in sharing best practices
with their peers. They will complete the last
year of ALD certification in 2016-17.
o ALD certification teachers also piloted
the shadowing app. Since this group had already learned to shadow using the
paper-pencil version of the protocol, they piloted the app by shadowing SEL
students, as the district will begin to highlight this group in their professional
development efforts in 2016-17.
• LTEL Parallel Course Pilot Phase 2015-16: This project began in a pilot phase
in 2015-16 in two Whittier high schools: California HS and Whittier HS. The three
participating teachers and ICLRT developed a pilot curriculum course for 9th grade,
which they tried out in a total of five classrooms during the 2015-16. The course was
designed as a parallel course to 9th grade English, and the participating teachers
taught both courses to the same group of students. A total of 75 LTEL students
participated – these were ELL students who (1) had been in US education for five
years or more, (2) had taken all the required ELD coursework in elementary/middle
school, and (3) still had not been reclassified as RFEP. ICLRT assisted the teachers
during the year with professional development and strategies, consisting of the
ICLRT ALD Conference in August 2015 and specific sessions with the teachers during
2015-16. WUHSD also provided academic mentors (11th/12th grade students) for the
students in the pilot course. In the past year, the majority of this cohort of students
passed their classes with a “C” grade or better and 96% of students were on target
for graduation with 25 or more credits. We will continue to track these students
longitudinally, as well as additional cohorts of students, as new parallel courses are
added for LTELs at each of the high schools.
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For more info, please visit www.corwin.com/ivannia-soto
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English Language Learners
Next Steps
• Add a second cohort of ALD Certification teachers, who will begin their first year
of ALD certification in 2016-17.
• Provide

differentiated follow-up professional development support for each high
school, according to need and goals of the school site and school team.
•C
 ontinue to track the progression of the LTEL students in the parallel course
longitudinally. Add several more parallel courses within the district in 2016-17.
•U
 se the shadowing app with SEL students, in order to create awareness around
this group of students.

Invite Ivannia Soto to your district:
Email: info@corwin.com • Phone: (800) 831-6640 • www.corwin.com/ivannia-soto

Also by Ivannia Soto...
Ivannia Soto,
David E. Freeman,
Yvonne S. Freeman,
Jeff Zwiers,
Margarita Calderon,
Noma R. LeMoine

Ivannia Soto
$31.95, 978-1-4522-8036-3

$60.00, 978-1-5063-6417-9

Ivannia Soto
$33.95, 978-1-4129-9206-0

For more info, please visit www.corwin.com/ivannia-soto

Evaluating Instructional Leadership
Ray and Julie Smith

The Story of Volusia County
Schools, FL
A Case Study

Teacher Population:

Student Population:

SWD/ESE Population:

English Learner Population:

4,475
16%

61,829
5.3%

The Context
Volusia County Schools (VCS) is located on Florida’s east
coast, bordered on the west by the historic St. Johns River
and by the Atlantic Ocean to the east. Its most notable city
is Daytona Beach. VCS is the 13th largest school district
in Florida. Prior to beginning the work with Dr. Julie Smith
and Corwin, the principals and assistant principals received
professional learning primarily on school operations and
legislation rather than instructional leadership. With the
advent of a new evaluation system, VCS recognized a
significant need to engage school leaders with focused and
intense professional learning aligned with the expectations
of 21st century instructional leaders.

28

Free/Reduced Lunch:

61%

Number of Schools:

70

About Evaluating
Instructional Leadership
The Evaluating Instructional
Leadership Seminars are
structured for long-term and
ongoing success in districts
across the nation. In these
seminars, Julie Smith and Ray
Smith outline eight Recognized
Practices (RPs) for Success
in leadership coaching and
evaluation.

For more info, please visit corwin.com/EILSeminars
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Evaluating Instructional Leadership
Early Work 2012–2013
Initially the work centered on ensuring
all school administrators were informed
practitioners according to the district’s new
evaluation system. The Florida School Leader
Assessment dimensions are comprised of
ten proficiency areas. Through a series of
professional learning sessions, administrators
were exposed to the expectations of the
system and then the newly designed Deliberate
Practice Plan (DPP). The DPP required
leaders to identify goals aligned to the school
improvement process and the improvement of
their individual professional practice.

Transition to Impact Leadership 2013–2015
It was during the early work that it became apparent to district leaders
that school administrators needed more extensive learning in key areas of
leadership. Working with Dr. Julie Smith, VCS contracted for Impact Leadership
and Feedback for Learning sessions for all school administrators. Having
worked with VCS leaders for over a year, Dr. Smith took existing leadership
content and customized the professional learning sessions to ensure the
specific needs of VCS were met. Impact Leadership is a two-day session on
the topics of time management and the decision-making process. A needs
assessment of administrators had revealed the chief concern with meeting the
expectations of the new evaluation system was lack of time, and the content of
Impact Leadership directly addressed these needs.
Simultaneously during the work of Dr. Smith, the district professional learning
staff was developing a program to support new principals. Through an
examination of the feedback received from school administrators, district
staff and Dr. Smith designed the VCS Coaching Series for new principals
and principal interns. The content was to include the Impact Leadership
two days, Feedback for Learning, Learning/Linking Walks and individual
coaching support for Deliberate Practice Plans. The first cohort contained
25 participants. Due to significant positive feedback on the Learning/Linking
Walks process, the district expanded the opportunity to all principals and
assistant principals.

For more info, please visit corwin.com/EILSeminars

Evaluating Instructional Leadership
As a result of the increasingly proactive and
engaging professional relationship of Dr. Julie
Smith with VCS, the district benefited from
learning of leading educational researchers.
Dr. Smith introduced VCS to the work of
Dr. John Hattie and facilitated the Visible
Learning Foundation day for school
administrators and district instructional staff.
Additionally, VCS was introduced to the work
of Dr. Russ Quaglia on Student Voice.

Current Practice 2015–2016
A change in district leadership did not impede
the professional learning opportunities
for school administrators. In fact, the
opportunities were expanded to district
instructional staff and school-based academic
coaches. Dr. Smith was hired to work with both elementary and
secondary school and district based academic coaches and
liaisons in the area of Learning Walks, Feedback Practices,
and Effect Size practices.
In order to ensure those new to school administration would
be informed practitioners, VCS contracted Dr. Smith to provide
sessions representative of those provided in previous years.
Support to principals took place in a variety of modalities,
face-to-face, webinars, online coaching, and support via
phone and email. The on-site coached principals designed
and implemented School Improvement Plans with supporting
Deliberate Practice Plans focusing on increasing faculty
performance and student achievement while directly improving
their expertise as defined by the Florida School Leader
Assessment. A significant increase in performance of faculties,
students, and principals, has been measured.
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}The impact leadership

training and leadership
coaching sessions with
Julie Smith have been
very powerful. She has
helped me determine
my own impact as I work
with school leaders to
set goals and support
their vision.

For more info, please visit corwin.com/EILSeminars
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~

—Lyndi Goepfert, Specialist
Professional Learning and
School Improvement
Volusia County Schools, FL

Evaluating Instructional Leadership
Next Steps
Volusia County Schools is steadily showing improvement in faculty, student and administrative
performance. The partnership developed with Dr. Julie Smith, the outstanding professional
learning experiences she provided the leadership, along with her ongoing support has
created a foundation for continued growth.
The Evaluating Instructional Leadership Seminars are structured for long-term and ongoing
success in districts across the nation. In these seminars, Julie Smith and Ray Smith outline
eight Recognized Practices (RPs) for Success in leadership coaching and evaluation.
The Volusia County Schools adopted the state Principal Evaluation System (Florida School
Leaders Assessment) to focus their leaders on actions that impact student learning. Dr. Julie
Smith was hired to assist in the implementation of Volusia’s new state-aligned model. Below is
a summary of the instructional leadership seminars that were provided in Volusia between the
2012–13 school year to date.

Also by Julie & Ray Smith...
Invite Ray or Julie Smith
to your district:
Email: info@corwin.com
Phone: (800) 831-6640
www.corwin.com/EILSeminars

Julie R. Smith,
Raymond L. Smith
This book offers a straightforward,
comprehensive blueprint for a leadership
evaluation system that consistently rewards
excellence and remedies deficits in the
principal’s office.

$29.95, 978-1-4833-6672-2

For more info, please visit corwin.com/EILSeminars
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Support your goals with Corwin
Online Professional Learning
Online professional learning is a cost-effective, personalized, and impactful way to support
implementation – especially when paired with face-to-face professional learning.

3 Provide personalized PD between
on-site workshops

A one-of-a-kind website that provides
PD facilitators with all the tools they need
to deliver a start-to-finish professional
learning experience on the topics that
matter most to you.

3 Learn from top authorities in the field
while overcoming time and geographic
constraints

3 Build internal capacity

3 Help teachers earn CEUs while working
towards your PD priorities

3 Engage your professional learning
community

corwin.com/ecourses

corwin.com/pd-resource-centers

3 Offer PD sessions according to
your schedule

Build your blended learning program32
with Corwin. Call (800) 831-6640 or visit us at corwin.com.

ACN16708

Combine online courses with face-to-face
delivery to creating a deeply impactful
blended learning experience.

